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Let P be a left-invariant differential operator on the Heisenberg group H”, 
P homogeneous with respect to the dilations on H”. We show that a necessary 
and sufficient condition for the hypoellipticity of P is that ~(8’) be an injective 
operator for every irreducible unitary representation T of H” (except the trivial 
representation). Furthermore, hypoelhpticity is preserved if the homogeneous 
operator P is perturbed by terms of lower order of homogeneity. (Homogeneity 
means homogeneity with respect to dilations of H”.) It is also shown that if P is 
homogeneous, left-invariant and hypoelliptic on H”, then its formal adjoint is 
hypoelliptic. 
Let P be a left-invariant differential operator on the Heisenberg group Hn, 
P homogeneous with respect to the dilations on IF. We shall show that a 
necessary and sufficient condition for the hypoellipticity of P is that T(P) 
be an injective operator for every irreducible unitary representation TT of HI” 
(except the one dimensional identity representation). This improves on the 
result proved by Rockland in [16], namely that P and Pt are both hypoelliptic 
if and only if n(P) has a bounded two-sided inverse for all n. Similar results 
have also been announced by Dynin [6]. 
The techniques used here are somewhat different from those used by Rockland. 
In particular we make use of a general theory of pseudodifferential operators 
developed by Beals [l], [2], [3]. The thrust of the proof is to use the Plancherel 
theorem on H” to establish certain a priori estimates that guarantee hypo- 
ellipticity. By the results in [3], these estimates imply in addition that P has 
a left parametrix that is a pseudodifferential operator. 
Our techniques also allow us to show that hypoellipticity is preserved if 
the homogeneous operator P is perturbed by terms of lower order of homo- 
geneity. (Homogeneity means homogeneity with respect to dilations on H”.) 
We also prove hypoellipticity for certain “variable coefficient” operators 
(Corollary 3.13). In the last section of the paper we prove that if P is homo- 
geneous and hypoelliptic, then its formal adjoint P* is also hypoelliptic. 
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1. THE HEISENBERG GROUP 
Let Hn be the 2n + 1 dimensional Heisenberg group, !jjn its Lie algebra. 
$jn has a basis (X,, , X1 ,..., X,,) for which the only non-zero commutation 
relations are determined by [Xi, X9+,] = X0 for j = 1,2,..., n. Since $j$” 
is nilpotent the exponential map from 8% to Hn is a diffeomorphism (globally). 
In terms of the corresponding canonical coordinates (x0 ,..., xzn) the group 
product on H” is given by 
(x0 ,***, X2n) . (Yo >***I Yzn> = (x0 + Yo + Ix, YIP Xl + Yl 7 x2 +Yz >.**, %n + Yzn) 
where 
Considered as left-invariant vector fields on H”, the elements of the basis 
(X0 9 Xl I-*-, X2,} are given by: 
x0=&; &2&L!& j = l,..., n, 
0 3 0 
xjL++& j = n + I,..., 2% 
3 0 
H* has dilations 6, for r > 0, given by 8,(x0 , x’) = (r2xo , rx’) where x’ = 
(Xl 1--*, x&. (See Folland [7] for a general discussion of nilpotent Lie groups 
with dilations.) A partial differential operator P is homogeneous of degree m 
on Hn if P(u 0 8,) = F(Pu) 0 6, for all r > 0, u E 9~. According to the Birkhoff- 
Poincare-Witt Theorem every left-invariant partial differential operator on 
Hn can be expressed uniquely in the form 
P = 2 aeXz ... XFX2, a, E C. (1.1) 
lal<M 
(See, for example, [Ill.) A left-invariant differential operator is homogeneous 
of degree m on Hn if and only if, in the above expansion, a, = 0 for 2a0 + 
I a’ I f  m. 
We state a few facts concerning the irreducible unitary representations 
of Hn, referring to [4] and [14] for details. There are two classes of irreducible 
unitary representations of Hn, as follows: 
(1) For each 77 E IR 2n there is the one dimensional representation r,, 
given by n,,(x, , X’)W = eiVZ’v, v E C. 
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(2) For each X E R - (0) there is a representation 7~~ acting on G([W*) 
given by 
for v EL2(lRn), t E IR”. 
Every irreducible unitary representation of H” is unitarily equivalent to 
one of the above. 
For any irreducible unitary representation Z- of H”, TT determines a representa- 
tion on $3” given by 
7r(X)w = -g _ s-o 4exp sX)v, 
where n,(X) is viewed as acting on Y(Rn). For P given by (1.1) define 
,(P) = c a,?T(X,,>a2, ..* ?T(X,)“l ~(Xo)cIo. 
Ial<” 
Easy computations show that, for 9 E Rzn, 
and for X E R! - {0}, 
?TA(XJ = ih; a 4%) = atj ) 1 <j<n 
(1.3) 
‘rr,(XJ = ihti-n , n<j<2n. 
Any unitary representation of Hn on the Hilbert space Y determines a 
representation of L1(Hn) on Y given by 
+PbJ = s y(x) 44~ dx, where 9 E Ll(H”), v E Y. IP 
If p E Com(H*) and n is irreducible, then T(T) is a trace class operator, hence 
T(V)* V(T)) is in the trace class. If T: Y -+ Y is an operator such that T*T 
is in the trace class, define I// T (// by 
III T Ill2 = tr(T*T) = 1 II TV Hz, 
VE@ 
U-4) 
where 0 is any orthonormal basis for Y. For the Heisenberg group, the 
Plancherel theorem now takes the following form (see [5]): 
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THEOREM 1.5. For every q~ E COm(Hn), 
where the measure on Hn is Lebesgue measure on R2n+1. 
In the following three lemmas P is a left-invariant differential operator 
on Hn, Pt is the formal transpose of P, P* is the formal adjoint of P and P 
is defined by pu = ?% rr is an irreducible unitary representation of Hn. 
LEMMA 1.6. If p E C,,“(H”), then r(Pv) = r(v) r(Pt). 
LEMMA 1.7. 7r(P*) = n(P)*. 
LEMMA 1.8. ,,(p) = r-,,(P) for all 7 E R2”. 
CT#) = T-~(P) for all h E R - (0). 
Proofs. Lemma 1.6 is proved in [16]. The other two are immediate for 
P = Xj by (1.2) and (1.3). For general P use the expansion (1 .l). 
As in [16], we will often find it convenient to replace the representation rh 
by ii, , where sA(x) = T,cQ(x) T;l and TA is the unitary operator on L2(R”) 
given by T,v(t) = ] h ]-n/4 v(] h )-Ii2 t). Then 
71;\(Xo) = iA; GA(Xj) = / A )1’2 Y& 9 1 <j<n; 
3 
77;\(Xj) = i(sgn A) 1 h (1/2 tjpn , n<j<2n. 
The advantage of this family of representations is that if P is left-invariant 
and homogeneous on H” of degree m, then 
??A(P) = / h p/2 7?&P) = ) x lrn12 “&P). (1.9) 
2. WEIGHT FUNCTIONS AND WEIGHTED SOBOLEV SPACES 
Making use of the general theory of Beals [l], we will next describe weight 
functions and weighted Sobolev spaces that are convenient in the study of 
homogeneous operators on Hn. We generalize the situation somewhat. For 
j = l,..., M, let Aj be a smooth vector field with real coefficients on RN. 
Assume that at each x E RN the union of the families {Ai: 1 <i < M} and 
{[&,A,]:1 ,(i<j<M} p s an the tangent space Tz( RN). (If N = 2n + 1, 
then the vector fields X, ,..., X2, of the previous section satisfy this condition.) 
580/31/3-4 
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For each j, Aj = aj(x, a/&c) where aj(x, [) is a homogeneous first-order 
polynomial in 5 with smooth real coefficients. Define 
Here (4) = (1 + 1 E jz)1/2. Then @ and y f orm a pair of local weight functions 
on RN in the sense of [l]. Each of the conditions (i)-(v) of [l] is easily verified, 
except perhaps (iv). Condition (iv) is equivalent to (iv)’ of [l], which in the 
present case can be established by showing that for all multi-indices OL and fl 
and any compact subset o of RN there exists Caog > 0 such that for (x, 6) E 
u x RN, 
and 
I D$b6@2(~, t)I d G,,@(x, ty+ V(% W6’. (2.3) 
Since De”(t) < CB(.$J-l”i < C,(f) @(x, [)-la\, (2.2) is immediate. (2.3) will 
follow from (2.2), and 
/ DEaDzsuj(x, ()i < C,,,@(x, ()l-i"l q~(x, t)-161. (2.4) 
Now DEaaj = 0 if 1 01 1 >, 2, and / DeaDz%zj(x, f)i < Cmoo < C,,JJJ(X, E)-loI if 
1 olj = 1. If I/3 / 3 1, then 
I D,‘%(x, 01 < G,(O = G,@i(x, 8) dx, S>-l e G,% 5) VJ,(X, EP’. 
Thus (2.4) holds, and conditions (i)-(v) of [l] are satisfied. 
For real numbers m and k let Sm,k = Sg;$ be the set of smooth functions p 
such that for any multi-indices 01 and /I and any compact subset u of RN there 
exists Gas,, such that 
I DFbDx6p(x, 8 < G,,@(x, t)“+ dx, tY+‘, (x, 4) E u x RN. 
Let PLvk denote the space of pseudodifferential operators with symbols in 
Smek, and for compact cr C BP’ let HFsk denote the weighted Sobolev space 
corresponding to @ and v as described in [l]. Each HTyk is a Hilbert space. 
Let 11 h&k denote the norm on HT1” and // /Is the norm on the classic Sobolev 
space H”. The L2 norm will simply be denoted by jl (I. 
DEFINITION. PE 9nt*k satisfies the estimate EM,K if for every compact u 
and every real s there exists a C > 0 such that 
II ull M+m.K+k < c(il p” h4.K + 11 u ii-,) for all u E B, . (2.5) 
The proof of our main result will be based on the following theorem, which 
combines Theorem 4.3 of [l] and Theorem 5.2 of [3]. 
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THEOREM 2.6. If P E 9’m,k satisjes EM,K for some real numbers M and K, 
then it satisfies EMBK for all M and K, P is hypoelliptic and there is a Q E LZ’-“~--~ 
swh that QP - I: b’(lW) + S(W’). 
In order to make use of this theorem we need an explicit description of the 
norms 11 llm,O for positive integers m. If two norms 111 /j/i and /I( [l/a are equivalent 
on a normed vector space V, we will write l/l u //It N /I/ u //la for u E V. If J = 
(.L ,j2 ,..., j,J is an m-tuple with 1 < js < M for s = l,..., m, define A, = 
AjlA+ ... Ajm and / J I = m. By (2.4) Aj E JF”, so AJ~ YIJl,O. 
THEOREM 2.7. If m is a positive integer and u is compact in RN, then 
II u II?%0 -CIA-~ II 4 II + II u II for u E go . 
Proof. We first consider the case m = 1. By Proposition 9.11 of Beals [2] 
II 24 l/1.0 - M j~I14ull +IIuII~~~ for u~g,,. (2.8) 
So we must show that 11 u /l1,2 < C(c Ij Aju I/ + II u II), u E g,, . We proceed as 
in [15]. Note that I] u /1r,e - CL, II Qu lh + II u lh . BY assumption, for 
each i, Di is a linear combination of the vector fields Aj, 1 < j < M, and 
[A$, A,], 1 <j < K < M. SO it suffices to show that 
II A+ I/-I/S < C(ll Aju II + II U II) 
and 
II[& 3 Aa& /l-1/2 G C(ll Aju II + II ATP II + /I u II> 
for 1 < j < K < M. The first inequality is trivial. To prove the second we 
first note that since Aj has real coefficients, 
A;= -A,+fj, tw 
where fj is a real-valued function. Let A be the pseudodifferential operator 
with symbol (6). Then 
IILAj , A,lu II”,/, = ([Aj 7 AzJu, Apl[Aj , AkIu) 
= (A~A~u, A-‘[Aj ) A~]u) - (A,A,u, A-l[Aj , A~]u). 
The operator T = kl[Aj , Ak] has order 0, so 
(AjAku, A-l[Aj ) Ak]U) = -(A,u, AjTU) f (Ak~,fiTu) 
= --(A/P, TAju) + (AA [T, Aj]u) + (Aka,fiTu), 
and 
I(AjAA A-Y’Aj , A&)1 d C(II AP II2 + II A,u II2 + II U II”). 
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Similarly, for the term (A,Aju, A-r[& , A&). This proves the theorem for 
m = 1. 
Let B = CE, Aj2. Now 
11 Aju /I2 = (Aj*Aju, u) = -Re(Aj2u, u) + Re(fjAiu, U) 
< -Re(Aj2u, u) + 4 /I A+ (I2 + C (1 u /12. (2.10) 
So given l > 0, there exists C such that 
f II 4~ II2 < I(Bu, 4 + C II u II2 d C II Bu Il”l,o + E II u l1f.o + C II u 112> 
1 
since HVs is isomorphic to the dual of W*O. Thus 
II u /IL0 -Cl/Aju// +lluII -IIB&,o+ll4I~ u~gm. (2.11) 
Again, given E > 0 and s E [w, there exists C > 0 such that II u /I < E 11 u /l1,2 + 
C II u llws < E II u lII.o + C II u IL . Hence II u ll1,o < C(ll Bu LO + II u II-J. BY 
Theorem 2.6, B is hypoelliptic, and for any m there exists C such that 
II ZJ Ilm,o < ‘31 ~3% lln-2,o + II u Ilo>, UE9”. (2.12) 
We now prove Theorem 2.7 by induction on m. Assuming the theorem 
for m - 1, 
I/ Bu \lm-2,0 < c II Aj2u L-2,0 < c l/ 4~ L-LO < c ( c 
IJI=Wl 
11 AJ” 11 + c 11 b” 11). 
(2.13) 
The first of these inequalities gives the desired estimate for m = 2. For m > 2, 
II & II d c II 24 Ill d E II f4 llm12 + c, II u II G 6 II 24 llm,o + c, II 24 IL 
and the theorem follows from (2.12) and (2.13). 
COROLLARY 2.14. Given E > 0, positive integer m and compact CT, there is a 
C > 0 such that (I u Ilna.o < E II u Ilmfl.O + C II u II for all u E 3, . 
Proof. Given J = ( jI , j, ,..., jm), let J- = (j, , js ,..., j,,J and J+ = 
(A ,A ,j2 ,j3 ,..., id Using (2.9), 
II AJU II2 = -(AJ-u, AJ+u) + (AJMu,filAJu)- 
Thus // A+ II2 < e /j AJ+u /I2 + C // AI-U \I2 for u E 9,, . By Theorem 2.7, I\ u IIn, B 
E II u llm+1.0 + c II u IL--1.0 . The corollary follows by induction on m. 
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3. A NECFSSARY AKD SUFFICIENT CONDITION FOR HYPOELLIPTICITY 
We are now ready to prove our main theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let P be a left invariant differential operator on H” which 
is homogeneous of degree m with respect to the dilations on IIn. P is hypoelliptk 
if and only if both of the following hold: 
7rJP) =/ 0 for all 7 E Wn - {O}. (3.2) 
For each h E R - (01, the only solution z, E 9’(W) of the equation 
n,(P)v = 0 is z1 G 0. (3.3) 
If  P is hypoelliptic then there exists Q E 9;:” such that QP - I: 6’(H”) + b(H”). 
Here Qi and q are the weight functions described in the previous section 
with the vector fields Aj = Xj for j -= 1,2,..., 2n (but not including X0). 
Of course we can replace each n1 in the theorem by a unitarily equivalent 
representation. Using the representations 77, defined at the end of Section 1, 
we see by (1.9) that (3.3) is equivalent to the following: 
neither of the equations n,(P)v = 0, rr-,(P)v = 0 has a non-trivial 
solution v  E Y(RY). (3.4) 
Proof. Suppose that (3.2) 
x0 E 92,; , P E dp,“;,o . 
and (3.3) hold. Since Xj E~P$,: for j > 1 and 
According to Theorems 2.6 and 2.7, and noting that 
II u :I d 6 I/ u :ht.o + C jl u !;-s, it suffices to prove: 
II X9 II < C(:l Prd /i + I: 11 Ii) f or all u E g(H”) and all J such that 
IJI ==m,j,==O. (3.5) 
We begin with a lemma. 
LEMMA 3.6. There is a C such that II xl(X,)v (1 < Gil rl(P)v 1) and 
II n-dX,)v II < c :’ 77 I -I(P)v ij for all v  E 9’(Rn) and all / such that I / 1 = m, 
j. = 0. 
Proof. Let /1 : {a = (01~ ,..., a,): CQ + 01~ + ... + tizn i- 2cr, = m} and iet 
/1’ = (a EA: cz, = 0). With P expressed in the form (1.1), let 
(3.7) 
For 77 E R2” - {0), TV = x,,, au(iT>” # 0 and nv(P) is a homogeneous 
function of 77 of degree m. Hence there is a C such that 
! rl P < c I %(P)I for all 77 E lR2n. (3.8) 
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For X = 51, let qA(t, ) Q- and qi(t, T) be respectively the symbols of the dif- 
ferential operators nn(P) and r,(P’) on [Wn. ?Tow 
r*(P) = c aa(itn)aJn ... (itl)“‘-1(iD,)“7~ ... (iDI>“‘, where D. =l-f-, 3 2 axj 
So q;(t, T) = rr~r,~)(P) and similarly q’-r(t, T) = n(,,-,,(P). Let Y(v(t, r) = 
(1 + / t / + / T I). By (3.8), there is a C such that 
w, 4” < c I axt, T)’ foralltandTsuchthat(tI+IrI >C, A= &l. 
(3.9) 
Since l(qn - qi)(t, T)I < CrY’(u(t, ~)+l, there is a C such that 
We note for future reference that (3.2) but not (3.3) has been used in proving 
(3.9). 
If we define #(t, T) = 1, then Y and (cr form a pair of global coercive weight 
functions in the sense of [2]. (We note that Hg,$ is isomorphic to the space 
H(mJ) of Grugin [9] with S = 1). According to Theorem 7.7 of [2], since 
ker rr(P) A Y = 0 and rl(P) h as a symbol q1 satisfying (3.10), rl(P) has a 
left inverse B f pi”;T”;“. For any index J with 1 J / = m, j. = 0, rl(X,) E 2’c:f . 
Thus II +G)w II = II T(X~) BdJ’)~ II < C II @)v Il. Similarly II 4&)~ II d 
C 11 n-r(P), 11, proving the lemma. 
Because of Lemma 1.8, if P satisfies (3.2) and (3.3), then so does p. Thus 
we can replace P in the lemma by p. Also by (1.9) we actually have 
II +@-J), II < c II fiA(@ II for all X E R - (01, w E 9(W), (3.11) 
with C independent of X. Now let u E s(Hn). Using Lemmas 1.6 and 1.7, 
??,(Pu)* = (fgu) ;;,(P”))” = q(Pt*) i;,(u)” = ;i,(P) 7i#*. 
Also +&)* = ii&#), where U+(X) = @(-X) ([12], Theorem 22.5). Hence 
a(u) * : La( [w”) + Y(lR”). Therefore 
II $(X,U)*W II = II ii, %(u)*v II < C II M’) *du)*v II = C/I 7s.,(P4*~ II, (3.12) 
for all v ~La(lRn). By definition (1.4) and the fact that /II T 111 = //I T* 111, 
where C is independent of u E 9 and h E lR - {O}. (3.5) now follows from the 
Plancherel Theorem (Theorem 1.5), thereby proving that (3.2) and (3.3) are 
sufficient conditions for hypoelhpticity. 
Now suppose that P is hypoelliptic. We first establish (3.2) using a standard 
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argument ([13], Chapter 4). Let JV = (U E C”(R2n+1): 2% = 0) with the 
topology induced from C”(R2n+1). Suppose 77 E UP - (O} and n,,(P) = 0. For 
Y > 0, define u, E C”(lR2*+1) by u&c0 , x’) = ei(rq*s’). Then Pu&) = 
r%,,(P) u,(x) = 0, so (u,: Y > O> is a bounded subset of N. Since P is hypo- 
elliptic, Jlr = {U E C1(Rznfl): Pu = O}. By the Open Mapping Theorem the 
topology induced on Jtr from C1(RJ”+l) is the same as that induced from 
C”(R2n+l). Thus (1 D&O)I : Y > 0} . b 1s ounded, for allj. But 1 D&O)/ = Y 1 Q j; 
hence Q = 0, for i = I,..., 2n. 
The proof of (3.4) for hypoelliptic P is a modification of an argument in [9]. 
Suppose that v E Y(lFP) is a non-trivial solution of rA(P)v = 0 for either 
A = 1 or h = - 1. We have just proved that the hypoellipticity of P implies 
(3.2). Noting the remark after (3.10), it follows that r,+(P) is elliptic. Therefore 
z, is analytic, and for some cy, 1 a / # 0, Dv(O) # 0. For x = (x0 , x, ,..., xzn) E 
Hn define x” = (x1 ,..., x,) and 
Choose 7 so that I QI 1 + Y - 1 = 4K for some positive integer K. For K 
sufficiently large, say K > m + 1 ol/ + 2 + Y, define 
Then 
u(x) = jm eiAsPqQ)d(l + s”)” w(sx”) ds. 
0 
X,u(x) = lm eiAse%T(l + sy s2(ih) a(sx”) ds, 
and for 1 <i < 1z, 
X&x) = irn eiAs2q%7(1 + s*)-‘s a,w(sx’) ds, 
iAs2a%s( 1 + s*)-~ s(&q) ~(sx”) ds. 
Comparing with (1.3) we see that 
P,(x) = 6 e~Asaq’z’s’( 1 + s*)-” S%~(P) fJ(sx”) ds = 0. 
Since P is hypoelliptic, u is smooth. On the other hand, 
a;w(x, , 0) = Po(0) la eus2%‘a’+‘(1 + s*)-’ ds. 
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Now the function 
is not infinitely differentiable, since Ref(x,-,) = ~(1 x0 1) e-I”01 for some 
polynomial p. Since @v(O) # 0, u is not smooth, which is a contradiction. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
COROLLARY 3.13. Let 
P = c u&)x;” ..* x:x; 
2a(#+la’l<?n 
be a partial diflerential operator on Hn where each a, E Cm(G), a some open subset 
of Hn. For each fixed 3 E Q define 
P*” = c a,(%) xgp ... x:x0”“. 
2ao+/a’1=m 
If PzO is hypoelliptic for all %E Sz, then P is hypoelliptic on !S. Furthermore, the 
estimates (2.5) hold and there is a Q E JZ’;$” such that QP - I: &‘(sZ) -+ 6’(Q). 
Proof. Hypoellipticity is certainly a local property as is the existence of a 
left parametrix Q (see [2], Section 11). Hence by Theorem 2.6 it suffices to 
show that given ZE Sz, there is a compact neighborhood (T of z such that 
II 24 l/m,0 < C(ll pu II + II 24 II), for all u E s0 . (3.14) 
The proof of Theorem 3.1 showed that 
II 24 Ilm,o G C(ll PE”U II + II 24 II>, for all u E g0 . 
Let P2 = P - P30 - P1 where 
P,u = c (u,(x) - a,(“)) x2 .*. X7. 
2a0+la I=m. 
Given E > 0, if 0 is sufficiently small, then 11 P1u 11 < E II u (Im,O. Since P2 E 
-T&1vo, II Pzu II G C, II u llm-1,0 G E II u llm.o + C II u II, by Corollary 2.14. (3.14) 
follows. 
If the uor are constants, the above corollary states that hypoellipticity is 
preserved when a homogeneous left-invariant hypoelliptic operator is perturbed 
by terms of lower order, where order means the order of homogeneity with 
respect to dilations on Hn. This would not be true in general if the perturbation 
were by terms of lower order in the usual sense. For example on HI, P = 
Xl2 + X22 is hypoelliptic but Q = X12 + X22 + ix0 is not ([8]). This is an 
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easy application of Theorem 3.1 as follows: 7rJP) = 7r,@) = / 77 I2 # 0 for 
any 7 E Ra - (0). If z-&‘)v = d2v/dt2 - t% = 0 for o E 9, then 
which implies v = 0. However T-~(Q)v = d2v/dt2 - t2v + v = 0 has the 
solution v(t) = f+* E Y. 
4. HYPOELLIPTICITY OF P* 
It is often useful to know that both P and P* (or P”) are hypoelliptic. For 
example, P will then be locally solvable and will locally have a two-sided 
fundamental kernel (Treves [19]). In fact, under the assumption that P and P* 
are both hypoelliptic and homogeneous on a nilpotent Lie group with dilations, 
Folland [7] has constructed a global homogeneous fundamental solution for P. 
In this connection we prove the following theorem: 
THEOREM 4.1. If P is a homogeneous left-invariant d@rential operator on 
Hn which is hypoelliptic, then P* is hypoelliptic. 
The proof will mak e use of a result of GruZin on the index of certain Fredholm 
operators. Suppose that 
for (x, [) E UP x W 
where each a,, is a constant. Define !P(q 5) = (1 + ( x I2 + / 6 12)1/s and 
9(x, 5) = 1. Then Y and # are global coercive weight functions in the sense 
of [2] and q E HT$$Rn). As noted earlier H$,$’ is isomorphic to the space H(mJ) 
of Grugin [9] with 8 = 1. Let 
4’h E) = C aa6xT. 
l~l+l6l=m 
(4.2) 
If q’(x, 4) # 0 for all (x, t) such that I x 1 + / 14 I j: 0, then 
Q = q(x, 0): Hz;; + L2 
is a Fredholm operator ([9], Theorem 2.1 or [2], Theorem 7.7). The index 
of Q can be defined by ind Q = dim ker Q - dim ker Q*. In [lo] Grugin 
states the following result on the index of such operators: 
LEMMA 4.3. Suppose q and q’ are dejined as above with q’(x, f) # 0 for all 
(~,~)~~~XIw~-{(O,O)>.Ifn>l,thenindQ=O.Ifn=l,thrmindQ= 
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vf + v- - m, where v- is the number of roots of q’(1) 5) with positive imaginary 
part and v- is the number of roots of q’(-1, 5) with negative imaginary part. 
Proof. We note that by Corollary 6.13 of [2], if p E ,S$y” then p(x, D): 
Hg+i*O -+ H?& is compact for any j. Hence if Q’ = q’(x, D): Hg,$’ --f L2, then 
ind Q’ = ind Q. Now let a = YT-mIs, Y = q’az, A = a(x, D), R = r(x, 0). 
By the pseudodifferential operator calculus, Q’A*A = R + T where T E 9;:;“. 
Thus ind R = ind Q’ + ind A*A = ind Q’. Now r(x, 6) has the property 
that liq- ~PX, 4) exists and is not zero for all (x, I) (#(O, 0)). So we can 
find r, E s”;,; , elliptic with respect to Y, #, with the property that lim,,&ri - r) 
(px, p[) = 0, and r,(px, pf) = r,(x, 4) for all (x, 6) in the unit sphere Szn-l 
and all p > 1. By Theorem 6.1 I of [2], R - ri(x, D) is a compact operator 
on L2, so ind R = ind r,(x, D). If n > 1, Ss*-i is simply connected, so r, 
can be continuously deformed through elliptic symbols to a constant (see [17]). 
Hence ind Q = ind R = 0. 
If n = 1 we can deform r, continuously through elliptic symbols to a symbol 
ra(x, [) which is homogeneous of degree 0 for ] x j + I t 1 > 1 and such that 
rs(x, [) is a non-zero constant on 9 except where E > / x I. If r is a curve 
and f is a complex valued function that never vanishes on r, then we will 
denote by A, arg f the change in the argument of f along r. Let r’ be the 
particular curve in R, x R, given by x(B) = cos 0, t(e) = sin 8, 0 < B < 27r. 
According to [18], 27r ind y2(x, D) = -AZ, arg ra(x, 1). Because of the homo- 
geneity properties of Y, and r2 , it follows that 
27~ ind Q = -AZ, arg ra(x, 1) = A,, arg r2 
= A,, arg yl = A?‘J,( 1, 0 + 0;: arg ri( - 1, 0. 
For all (x, 5) E R2 - (01, arg r(px, p[) = arg r(x, 6) for p > 0, so arg rr(x, [) = 
arg Y(X, 4). Finally 
(2rr)-l AYa arg Y( 1, 4) = (2ti)-l j-1 $ log / r( 1,5)/ d5 
= (27w J---$1% I q(1, 531 &f 
= v+ - (m/2), 
(27r)-lAZmargr(-1, 4) = (Z?li)-r~-~$log (q(--1, [)I df = (m/2) -v-. 
This proves the lemma. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Since P is hypoelliptic, (3.2) and (3.3) are satisfied. 
Now P* is also left-invariant and homogeneous of degree m on Hn. Since 
n,,(P*) = r,(P) for 7 E R2n, (3.2) also is satisfied for P*. It remains to be shown 
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that (3.3) holds for P*, i.e., that ker rA(P*) = 0 for h = 1 and h = -1. Let 
qA be the symbol for nA(P), and define 41 as in (4.2). Then qi(t, Dt) = r>(P’) 
where P’ is defined by (3.7). In proving Lemma 3.6 we showed that 
PX4 4 = T,,AdP> i 0 for 1 t 1 + 1 T 1 # 0. (4.6) 
Hence considered as a map from H$;$ to L2, P,(P) is Fredholm. As noted in 
the proof of Lemma 3.6, TQ(P) has a left inverse in ZG$“, hence ker r,,(P) = 0. 
Since ,,(P*) = TV*, the proof of the theorem rests on proving 
ind rA(P) = 0 for X = 1 andX = -1. (4.7) 
The lemma yields the result immediately for tl > 1. For n = 1, define q+ 
and q- as in the lemma for both h = I and X = - 1. Now pL1(- 1, 5) = 
qi(l, 5) and PX--1, 5) = q~,Cl, 5) f or all 5 E C. Since these polynomials have 
no real roots, VI, = m - vi+ and vzI = m - vr-. Hence ind Z-~(P) = -ind T-~(P). 
But ker r,(P) = 0 implies ind rA(P) ,< 0 for both A = 1 and X - -1. Hence 
(4.7) follows. 
COROLLARY 4.8. If P is hypoelliptic, left-invariant, and homogeneous of 
degree m on H*, then m is even. 
Proof. For X = f I, let qA be the symbol of rA(P) and again define ql as 
in (4.2). By (3.9), ql(t, 7) is an elliptic polynomial on !Rzn. It is well known 
that m must therefore be even if n > 2. For n = 1 and m odd, qi( 1, Q = 
-qi(- 1, -5) for any complex number 5. Hence v+ = v-. By Lemma 4.3, 
ind TV = 2v+ - m # 0, which contradicts (4.7). Hence m must be even. 
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